HP Speeds and Simplifies Virtualization; Delivers Path to Cloud Computing

New HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft enhances development, deployment and management of IT

SINGAPORE, Oct. 18, 2011 – HP today announced HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft® to help clients speed application implementation and eliminate complexities of IT management to meet the growing demand for IT applications and provide a foundation for cloud computing.

HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft is a comprehensive, integrated technology stack—spanning hardware infrastructure through operating environment and applications. It reduces the complexity of deploying and managing virtualized environments. It is the latest solution resulting from HP and Microsoft’s $250 million Infrastructure to Application (I2A) initiative announced in January 2010.

The deep integration of HP and Microsoft technology provides the performance and flexibility to host applications, such as Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Exchange Server and Microsoft SQL Server. Integrated management based on HP Insight Control and Microsoft System Center ensures visibility into the health and performance of the solution hardware, operating systems and applications.

“Enterprise applications often span multiple servers and locations, making technology deployment complex and creating a barrier to cloud computing,” said Paul Miller, vice president, Systems and Solutions, Enterprise Servers, Storage and Networking, HP. “With HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft, clients can run popular applications like Exchange Server and SharePoint in simplified virtualized environments so they can drive greater efficiency and easily transition to open, hybrid cloud computing.”

“Microsoft and HP co-engineered HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft to give customers a turnkey virtualization solution and to accelerate their journey to private cloud,” said Ed Anderson, marketing director, Servers and Tools Business, Microsoft.

HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft is built on the same architecture as HP
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CloudSystem, enabling clients to seamlessly deploy private, public and hybrid cloud environments. It also aligns with Microsoft’s Private Cloud Fast Track specification to deliver standardized, cost-effective deployments, reduce risk of un-planned downtime and improve performance for clients.

HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft integrates Windows® Server Hyper-V, Microsoft System Center, HP ProLiant and HP BladeSystem servers, HP Insight software, HP Networking solutions, and HP Converged Storage.

The new solution expands HP’s Converged Systems portfolio, which includes HP AppSystems to help clients optimize the performance, reliability and availability of some of the industry’s top business applications including Exchange Server and SQL Server.

The HP and Microsoft global strategic alliance is one of the longest standing partnerships in the industry. Together the companies help clients around the world improve services through the use of innovative technologies. With more than 25 years of market leadership, HP and Microsoft collaborate to deliver integrated solutions from desktop to data center. More information is available at www.hp.com/go/microsoft.

Pricing and availability

HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft is available worldwide today starting at $175,500 and includes HP Converged Infrastructure, factory integration and three years of HP Support Plus 24. Organizations can leverage existing licensing agreements for Windows Server and Microsoft System Center or purchase Windows Server from HP.

Additional information is available at www.hp.com/solutions/microsoft/virtualsystem.

HP’s premier client event, HP DISCOVER, takes place Nov. 29 - Dec. 1 in Vienna, Austria. The event showcases how organizations can get started on their Instant-On Enterprise journeys with solutions like HP VirtualSystem for Microsoft.

About HP

HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest technology company, HP brings together a portfolio that spans printing,
personal computing, software, services and IT infrastructure at the convergence of the cloud and connectivity, creating seamless, secure, context-aware experiences for a connected world. More information about HP (NYSE: HPG) is available at http://www.hp.com.

(1) Estimated U.S. street prices. Actual prices may vary.

Microsoft and Windows are U.S. registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of HP and its consolidated subsidiaries could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements of the plans, strategies and objectives of management for future operations, including execution of growth strategies, transformation initiatives and restructuring plans; any statements concerning expected development, performance or market share relating to products and services; any statements regarding anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of expectation or belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the competitive pressures faced by HP’s businesses; the development and transition of new products and services (and the enhancement of existing products and services) to meet customer needs and respond to emerging technological trends; the execution and performance of contracts by HP and its customers, suppliers and partners; the protection of HP’s intellectual property assets, including intellectual property licensed from third parties; integration and other risks associated with business combination and investment transactions; the hiring and retention of key employees; expectations and assumptions relating to the execution and timing of growth strategies, transformation initiatives and restructuring plans; the resolution of pending investigations, claims and disputes; and other risks that are described in HP’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended July 31, 2011 and HP’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including but not limited to HP’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2010. HP assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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